
1. Arcade 1 Up 
Streetghter and Riser £350
The perfect father's day gift, this all-time ghting 
classic arcade game made its way through various 
consoles but it was born in the arcade. Relive your 
youth, take on the best ghters from around the 
wworld and become the next Street Fighter 
champion. Perfect for a games room, this arcade 
machine will bring back so many memories.

2. Roberts Rambler Retro Bluetooth 
DAB Radio £119.99
The Rambler's wooden cabinet and metal grille 
mimic the seventies classic, but today's model offers 
DDAB & Bluetooth technology. Enjoy up to 20 stations 
anywhere you choose thanks to its leather strap and 
battery options. In addition, with its dual alarm and 
snooze function, the Rambler also makes an ideal 
bedside table radio.

       3. Braun Series 7 
       Men's Electric Shaver £229.29
         B         Braun Series 7 electric shaver for men with 360 
         adaptation for a smooth shave. It features 
         AutoSense technology that reads and adapts to 
         your beard density, removing more hairs in 
         every stroke. The Li-Ion Battery provides up to 
         three weeks of shaving and a ve minute quick 
         charge. This men's electric razor is 100 per cent 
                  waterproof for wet and dry use. Includes a 
         four-in-one SmartCare center and a precision 
         trimmer attachment. 

4. BaBylissMEN 
Crew Cut Hair Clipper £74.99
      Easily cut your own hair with the specially 
        designed self-clipper. With a precision 
           en           engineered, twin blade cutting system, the 
             BaBylissMEN Crew Cut gives a backwards and 
               forwards or side to side cutting action making
                 it easy to maintain a short, all over, close cut. 
                Powerful lithium-ion battery performance 
              gives 75 minute cordless run time with 
             sustained power even at lower charge levels. 
              
5. Philips Sonicare ExpertClean 
7300 Electric Toothbrush £169.99
Know you're getting the deepest possible clean with 
      the C3 Premium Plaque Defence brush head. The 
      soft, exible bristles are designed to curve around 
      the contours of your teeth, giving you four times 
      mo      more surface contact and up to ten times more 
     plaque removal from hard-to-reach spots, (more 
     than a manual toothbrush). ExpertClean gives 
    you the guidance you need to improve and 
   maintain healthy brushing habits in between 
  dentist checkups. By connecting your brushing 
 experience to the Sonicare app, a personalized 
PProgress Report helps you stay on track, to see how 
much you've improved over time.
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